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EMPLOYMENT OBJECTIVES AND EC:ONOHIC
GROtJTJI IN AFRICA HITH SPECIAL REFEREt-:CE
TO NIGERIA

One of the characteris tics of the less-develop ed economies of the world
is a rapidly grm,1ing urban population and urban work force combined with a
much slower increase in employment opportuniti es in the larger scale urban
establishme nts.

The result has been either unemploymen t or underemploy ment

in small scale, often individual or family run, establishme nts.

This phenomenon

has been noted in economies such as Puerto Rico and India with high population
densities ns well as in the relatively under-popul ated countries of Africa. 1
Those countries which are industrializ ing rapidly seem t·o _suffer from this
phenomenon just as much, if not more, than those which are not industrializ ing
2
quickly.
The growing mass of urban unemployL~d and under-emplo yed is regarded by
many as a great social evil and a prime sour~e of human tragedy. 3

Others, in-

eluding politicians in power, fear it as a source of-politica l instability .

The

presence of large numbers of pOV8rty stricken and jobless people in the cities
puts a great deal of pressure on governments , national and local, to increase
current expenditure s rapidly to provide civil service jobs for the unemployed.
At the same time governments are faced with demands on their capital budgets to
spend more f0r development purposes.

In addition, increasing urban population

creates demands for urban services:

housing, sewerage, lighting, roads, police

and fire portection and the like.

A large mass of unemployed or-underemp loyed

do not generate the output or tax revenues which are needed to provide these
services.

-~

For these and other reasons, the political concensus in most developing

,.This paper has bem,fi tte.d fror:-1 corunents by and conversatio ns with numerous
individuals including Jules Backman of '.Je,,1 York University, Peter Clork of
U,C,L,A., Peter Kilby of l;esleyan, Donald Huddle, Steph-2n Hymer and lloward
Pack of Yale University, Alan Strout of U.S.A.I.D, and Brian Van Arkadie of
Yale. l-Iichael Duberstein and John Todd asststed capably as resca;ch assistants.
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nt
countr ies is that the pressu res of urban unei11ployment 8nd. underem ployme
have to be relieve d.
How best can this be accomp lished?

One might say the solutio n is. through

high rates of investm ent and rapid growth .

The history of fast growing countri es

indic8t :e
and their continu ed inabil ity to cope with tlie problem of unemplo yment
n.
that someth ing else beside s rapid growth is require d for a solutio

One sug

intensi ve
gestion is that growth must occur by investi ng in relativ ely labor
activi ties rather than those which are capita l intensi ve.

The argume nt runs

low oppor
that not only will this result in more rapid growth becaus e of the
of growth
tunity cost:"·o f labor relativ e to capita l, but will increas e the rate
of employm ent for any given level of investm ent.

Even in cases, howeve r, when

of view of
·the labor intensi ve investm ent is less than optima l from the point
in
growth , it may be justifi ed if a high enough pri.ori ty is given to growth
employm ent and/or reducti on in unempl oyment .

In this paper, we will attemp t to show that for the typica l African country

'!

t to
neithe r high rates of growth in the modern urban sector nor an attemp
on the magni
resort to labor intensi ve techniq ues is likely to have much effect
tude of the urban unemplo yment problem .

Our analys is will indica te other ways

of approac hing the problem which must be pursued more vigoro usly.

In particu lar,

life in the
African rural develop ment and attemp ts to improve the quality of
rural areas stand out as very high on the list of priori ties.
A.

-

Compo sition of the Urban Labor Force
working
The urban labor force consti tutes only a small fractio n of the total

force of 1uost African countr ies.

In Ni~eri a, for exam~l e, one of the most ur··

tion (in
b.::mized of the African · c0tmtri er1 south of the S.'..'..hara, the urban popula
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cities having a population 8reater than 20,000) is only about 13 per cent of the
total population.

In Uganda, one of the lenst.urhan ized African countries, only·

about 2.5 per cent of the total population lives in cities and towns of 2,000
or more people, although many of those who work in the towns of Uganda live
outside the urban :ircm:; and cor1nute by foot or bicycle.
The ,-wrking force in the urban areas may be divided into two groups, those
in the modern sector and those in the traditional sector, although this distinc
tion is somewhat arbitrary and the line between the modern qector and the tra
ditional sector is often hard to draw.
the modern sector).

(I.Je include government establishme nts in

Basically, the difference is one of scale of operations.

Throughout urban Africa there are numerous very small scale establishme nts often
individuall y or family run.

These include petty trading, individual craft activi

ties (e ,g., shoe r:,akj_ng, wood carving, furniture making) and very small scale
manufacturi ng and constructio n establishme nts (employing, say less than ten
people.)

Workers in the traditional sector typicaliy use little capital, do not

employ modern accounting and bookkeeping methods and receive little remuneratio n
in the way of profits or wages,

A great many of the employees in the traditional

sector are unpaid apprentices or. famj_ly labor.
are employed on a part-time or cnsual basis.

Many traditional sector workers
Those employed part time or season

ally often maintain very close connections w:i.th the rural areas, spending a good
part of the year in the country:,"d.de , especiaily during the harvesting or planting
season.

This kind of rural-urban seasonal migration is particularl y prevalent

in Nigeria where during the harvesting of tree crops, many farmers exit the cities
to return to thei·c farms.

Because r.iost tree crops requ:1.re little care or super

vising at other tj,•,,'.s, tb:.::y c2n return to live in the city 2.fter hs.rvesting and
find whatever little er!!ploynent i.s availnbJ.e.

--

l, --

TABLE I
SUB- SAHARAi:~ AFRl CA

URBAN POPULATION GROT-JTll

Populatio n
('000)

Year

Populatio n
( I 000)

Annual
Growth
(per cent)

City

Year

Salisbury

1946

69

1991

300

10.3

Dar-esSalaam

1948

69

1957

129

7.2

Brazzavi lle

1955

76

1961

134

9.9

Dakar

1945

132

1960

383

7.4

Accra

19/43

136

1960

491

11.3

Nairobi

1948

119

1962

315

7.2

Abidjan

1955

127

1960

180

7.2

Monrovia

1956

41

1962.

81

12.0

Fort Lamay

1955

29

1963

92

15.5

Cotonou

1945

26

1960

113

10.3

Mombasa

1948

85

1962

180

5.5

Bamako

1945

37

1960

127

8.6

Bulawayo

1946

53

196Lf

2.14

8.1

Lusaka

1950

26

J.9611

122

11.7

Yaounde

1955

38

1962

93

13.8

Douala

1954

118

1964

187

4.7

AddisAbaba

1951

400

196lr

505

1.7

Khartoum·Omdurman

1948

210

1960

315

3.4

Luanda

1950

150

1960

220

3.9

ville

19lf6

110

1961

l120

9.3

Elisabeth ville

1950

103

1961

190

5.7

Kumasi

195:;

75

1960

190

20.4

Lourencol•arques

19'.,C-

94

1961

18l:

6.3

-

Leopold-

Source:

Uni tee: i':2,:ions, Demo;;,,raphic- Yt ::.rhook, I,:e~-l York, various issues,· and
William 1\. Hance, The Geogr'"1_piry o"f Hodern Afric;-1.
0
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i

'Those employed in the modern or large scale sector are better paid and
more product ive because of a higher capital to labor ratio.
establis hments are run and/or mmed by Europea ns.

Many of the modern

They employ modern methods

of accounti ng and generall y keep better records than the traditio nal establis h
ments.
Of that part of the total work force living in the cities, only a fraction
are engaged iq the modern sector.

In Nigeria , for example , workers in the modern

account for about one-half of the urban work force or a little. over 5 per ce~1t
of the total labor force.

The rest of the urbah labor force is either engaged

in the traditio nal, low product ivity sect.or or is complet ely unemplo yed.

B.

Growth in the Urban Labor Force in Africa
Little data are availab le on ·urb2n labor force particip ation rates in Africa.

Growth in the urban labor force must be inferred from urban populati on data.
Table 1 gives the rates of ·growth for some major cities of Africa.

These vary

CO!l,Side rably from 1. 7 per cent pe~ annum (Addis-·A baba) to more than 15 per cent
(Fort Lamy).

While the data on which these figures are based are very inadequ ate,

the mean annual growth of 8.8 per cent and median of 8;4 per cent can be regarded
as fairly typical.

These differ conside rably from the estimate d growth of total

populati on in the African countrie s which usually range between 2 and 3 per cent
per annum, dependin g on the country .

This means, of course, that the urban labor

force is a growing pet'terita ge of the total labor force.
C.

Growth in Demimd for

a

Hodern llrban Labor Force

These very higl! rates of growth of the urban labor force have not been matched
by correspo ndingly '." h rates of gro1,;th of the quantity of urban labor demanded
by the modern large'

,,cale estabJish men ts.

TabJ.e 2 givc-.s some represe ntative

- 6 --

TABLE II
NON-AGRICFLTURAL EMPLOYMENT INDICES IN SELECTED
AFRICAN COUJ\'.TRIES
(1958=100)
Cameroon

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

102

104
100
100
95

91
94
72
91
-92

Rate of Growth *
(per cent)

86
92
98
100
100
101
98
95
91
90

Rate of Growth
(per cent)
Source:

,~

Kenya

lfal~,wi

82
91
95
100

107

88
95
98
100
99

106

111
122
128
132
n.a.

-LO
Southern
Rhodesia

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

Ghana

6.3

Nigeria

111

93
87.
87
n.a.

n.a.
95
100
100
99
106
89
113
94
n.a.

-0.5

-0.7

0.1

105

105
100
100
102
98
97
91

96

Sierra
Leone

Tanzania

Uganda

Zambia

87
87
92
100

97
1.04
101
100
98
104
101
91
95

94
93
99
100
99
99
93
93
89
89

92
100
100
100
95
93
90
88
86
91

·-o.4

-0.1

-0.9

98
101
108

112
119

125

96

,':

0.2

3.0

United Nations, Statistical Yearbook, 1965, New Yor.k, 1966, pp. 109--110,

Rates of growth calculated by fitting a logarithmic time trend.

i-:otc:

n. :i. means Pot availElble

...
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rates of growth of total non-agric ultural e~ploynen t.
these rates of growth are ~egativ0,

~ote that many of

Furtbcrno re, the growth in the Kenya, non-

agricultu ral labor force would be considera bly more negative were it not for
the extraordi nary jump in employmen t betueen 1963 and 1964.

This was most like

ly the result of a mild export boom in 1964 and, more importan tly, the signing
of the so-called Tripartit e Agreement by governmen t, private employers and the
labor unions which called for employers to increase their employmen t by ten
per cent and the unions to hold back on wage demands.

The low rates of growth

in Table II cannot be attribute d to a low growth in output.

Some represent a

tive annual rates of increase of non-agr:ic ult:ural output between 1954 and 1964
are:

5

Kenya
Southern Rhodesia
Uganda

6.5
6.7
7.7

Non-agri cultural output in Tanzania increased at a rate of 6.0 per cent be
tween 1954 and 1958 and 9.1 per cent between 1960 ~nd 1964.
The very high rate of grm-1th of employmen t ::.n Ghana is very atypical.

The

reason for this high growth, however, has been a very hign growth in govern
ment employmen t brought about by very rapid growth in governmen t expenditu res.
Given the current limitatio ns on Ghana's ability to finance further. increases
in governmen t expenditu re and their move away from make-work projects such as
workers brigades and pioneer youth, there should be little further growth in
employmen t from this. source. 6
The low rates of grm-rth of employme11t in Table 11 are on the whole considerably below the rates of growth of urban populntim""?. in Table I.

Thus, only

a small portion of the annual increncnt in the urban labor force are being

- B -

absorbed by the modern urban sect.or.

The residual (those either unemployed

or engaged i.n the traditional sector) are an increasing proportion of the urban
work force.

It is difficult to say how many of those in the residual are

either underemployed or unemployed, but it is unlikely that the demand for the
goods and services from the traditional lirban sector has been growing at any
where near the rate to fully absorb the growth of the residual labor force.
In Nigeria, the large supply of workers to the traditional sector has kept
the real wage rate in the SL~ctor either constant or falling while real wages
in the modern sector have risen considerably.

(See -Kilby[l2]).

The highly

paid workers of ·the modern sector are becoming an increasingly smaller
percentage of the urban work force while the wage differential seems to be
widening.
D.

Composition of Labor Demand
There are several striking aspects concerning the composition of labor

demand in Africa.

First, th(: role played by government is very large.

Government non-agricultural employment as a percentage of total non-agricul
tural employment for selected countries is given in Table III.
from 37.6 to 52.1 per cent.

It ranges

Second, employment in trade commerce, and miscel

laneous services is the most important component of non-agricultural employment
in most African countries, ranging from 45 to 65 per cent for those countries
in Table IV.

Finally, inanufacturing and public utilities accounts for a relativ

ly small portion of non-agricultural employment, roughly between 15 and 20 per
cent (See Table IV).

These characteristics of the composition of labor demand

have very :i.mport:ant policy implications as will be shown below.
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TABLE ·III
DISTRIBUTION OF !')ON-AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT

BY TYPE OF EHPLOYER
Non-Government·*
(Per Cent)

Year

Government
(Per Cent)

Uganda

196l.i

52.1

Kenya

1964

41.4

58.6

Tanzania

1963

48.9

51.1

Nigeria

1962

37.6

62.4

Ghana

1961

45.6

54.4

Sources:

Uganda Statistical Abstract, 1965, Entebbe, 1966, p. 93;
Kenya Statistical Abstract, 1965, Nairobi, 1966, p. 122;
Tanzania Statistical Abstract, 196L;, Dar Es Salaam, 1965, p. ll,2;
Nigeria l{eport on Earnings and Employment Enguirv, 1962, Lagos, 1964,
p. 12; and

Ghana Quarterly DiRest of Statistics, Accra, December, 1962, p. 2.

*Includes

Government Corporations ,except for Ug.anda.

-
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TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OF NON-AGRICULTURAL
EMPLOYHENT BY SECTOR
Transport
and
Comrnunications

Manufacturing
and
Public Utilities

Commerce
and
Services

Construction

Nining

20.2

56.?.

15.0

3.0

·5.6

19.2

65.0

5.6

0.6

9.4

Tanzania (1963)

15.2

50.5

16.2

4.2

13.9

Nigeria (1962)

14.4

l1S. C

20.7

9.8

10.2

Ghana (1964)

13.9

47.6

19.3

8.6

10.2

Uganda (1964) .
. Kenya (1965)

Sources:

Same as Table III except for K~nya and Ghana data which were obtained from
International Labor Office, Yearbook of Statistics, 1966, Geneva, p. 268; .
and Ghana Economic Survey, 19611, Accra, 1965, p. 105.
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I

E.

The Hain Factors in the Growth of Deaand for Urbai1 Labor
In this section we discuss the factors which are most important in the

growth of the demand for labor.

The emphasis will be on a consideratio n of the

problem of estimating growth in demand.
dependent on the source of demand.
and non-governm ent labor demand.

The factors stressed are very much

\·Je will s·eparate our discussion of government
The private or non-governn ent labor demand will

be subdivided into a discussion of trade, commerce and miscellaneo us services
sector.s on the one hand a1:d manufacturi ng, public utilities, mining, constructio n
and transport on the other.

1.

Government Demand for Labor

The growth in government demand for labor is largely a function of the
growth of govermnent current expenditure .

The major component of govern

ment current expenditure is wages and salaries which typically account for
60 to 80 per cent of the total.

This ratio tends to change very little

through time for any given country.

Thus, the rate of growth of govern

ment employment (r) is approximate ly given by the formula
g
r

where r

e

g

- r

e

-

r

w

is the rate of growth of government current expenditure and r

is the rate of growth of the average goverrn:ient ,,·age .or salary.

w

The

average government wage may rise either because of an increase in government salary scales, increased promotions within the existing scale or an
increase in thenumber

of people hired at the higher scales.

- 12 -

1

2.

Non-government Demand for Labor in Commerce, Trade, and Miscellaneous
Services
Value added in commerce, trade, and miscellaneous services, while

it includes some profits and depreciation is largely composed of waBes
and salaries (explicitly or imp1.icitly).

Thus, as.is the case with

government, employ,nent ten~s to grow roughly the same ~s value added. (in
money terms) with an adjustment for increased average employee remunera
tion, i.e., employment tends to :~row about the same as real value added.

3;

Demand for Labor in Hining, Hanufacturing Transport, Construction, ·
and Public Utilities
The demand for labor by the private sector other than in commerce,

trade, and miscellaneous services is very much influenced by the fact
that a large share of value added can be attributed to the capital stock
employed in these industries.

The rate of growth of employment (r) is

given approximately by
r = r

where r

V

V

- r

p

is the rate of growth of value ad~ed and r

of labor productivity.

p

is the rate of growth

Productivity growth over time may occur for

several reasons:
(1)

An increase in the average capital/labor rntio either within
firms or because firms with high capital/lapor ratios increase
their share of the market;

(2)

Inc;--:iasing quality of the labor force, particularly through
on-1: -job training and increased experience in a factory
en,,..·:. -,,nnent;
10

(3)

Dis,,, '.,-,died technical change resulting from better management,
org,,: ' :,at ion and work procedures;

- 13 -

(4)

An increase in the share of the market for those firms
which have achieved higher labor product ivity because of
better managem ent or better labor quality;

(5)

Economi es of scale;

(6)

Increasi ng capacity utilizat ion resultin g in increase d
product ivity of mainten ance and adminis tration personn el; 7

. (7)

Embodied technolo gical change.

Of course, product ivity may decrease through time if the labor force
is deterior ating, managem ent control of operatio ns be.comes lax, or the capital
intensit y of producti on becomes gn~ater , but the main directio n of change
in Africa has been substan tial increase s j_n labor product ivity.

The first four of these factors, an increase in the average capital/ labor
ratio, disembo died technolo gical chaage, increasJ. ng qunlity of the labor fo-rce,
and the increase in the share of the market by firms Hith hi.gher labor product
ivi
ty, operate indepen dently of increase s in out'put or value added.

is a tendency for some gain in product ivity even though
stagnan t, or grouing slowly.

Thus, there

output is falling,

Part of the gains in labor product ivity at low

or negative rates of growth, however , are conceale d by the fact that many em
ployers arc hesitan t to fire or lay off workers in the short run, even though
they are redunda nt, in order to avoid problem s of rehiring , retraini ng, and poor
worker morale.

At higher rates of growth of output, product ivity growth tends

.
to look more impress ive both because a backlog of redundan t workers
may have
.

built up during previou sly occurrin g slack periods and because of real producti
v_ity
growth spurred by scale effects, increasi n3 capacity utilizat ion, and embodied
technolo gical change.

In addition , at high rates of growth of output there

is more scope for m.,,rJ:et shares of various firms to change.

Increase s in output

...

which begin to put a strain on the existing cc:tpital stock capacity may, however,
cause the growth in productivity to fall off for Vc.\ry high rates of growth of
output.
The curve ABEB in Figure 1 shows relat:ion.ships involved between output
growth, productivity growth, and growth in employment.

The vertical axis

is the rate of growth of employment, and the horizontal axis is the rate of
growth of output (value added).

At zero rates of growth of output the growth

in employment is negative and equal to minus the distance OA.

The rate of

growth of output must be greater than OB in order for there to be any positive
increase in employ~ent at all.
The growth in productivity is approximately given by the distance between
the 45 degree

line OCG which emanates from the origin.

For example, when the

rate of growth of employment is zero, the rate of growth of productivity is
equal to OA (the rate of decrease of employment).

l·Jhen the rate of growth of

output is OB, the growth in productivity is approximately given by BC.
the growth in output is OF, the growth of productivity equals zero.

If

Whenever

the slope of the curve ABEH is equal to unity (at the point E in Figure 1),
there is no change in the rate of growth of productivity.

Below the point

E, the rate of growth of productivity is increasing and above the point E,
productivity growth decreases.
He place no

-

great faith in the particular form of the curve ABER shown in

Figure 1 other than the fact that (a) for most relevant rates of growth of
output, it probably lies below the

l15

degree line (on the average, at any rele

vant rate of gro,-1Ui of output there is a net incre.ase in productivity and (b)

- 15 -
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only for very high rates of growth of output would there be a tendency for
productivity to decline, i.e., for a wide range in the growth of output there
is a tendency for the curve to have less than unitary slope.
If data are available on output growth and productivity growth, a curve
such as ABEH can be fitted to the data and the result used for projection
purposes.
4.

The Role of {·!age Rates

The role that ,.age rates play in the growth in the demand for labor <lepencls
again on the particular sector of the economy.

Government current expenditure

is probably relatively insensitive to wage changes.

Expenditure is much more

influenced by the overall and li.rnit•:-d taxing capability of the countries of
Africa.

Only through an increase in tax revenue which might conce:lvably (but

not always) result fro1:1 increns(:!c] i-:ar;es is government likely to increase
expenditure in response to wage changes.

Thus, any wao;e increase, whether

because of a change in government pay scD.les or through a moving up in the exist
ing scales, will tend to result in a corresponding reduction in employment.
For example, suppose government expenditures are expected to increase 5 per cent
from one year to the next.

If the average government wage also increases by

5 per cent, the increase in employment will be nil.

If government wage increases

are held to only 2 per ~ent and there is no change in the revenue and expendi
ture picture, the increase in eJ:1,ployment will· be about 2. 9 per cent.
With regard to trade, commerce, and miscellaneous services, wage increases
are almost ~-,holly roflected in the price of the service being performed.

Thus,

~-,hether a wage inc: •·:1se ,-:ill reduce enploy1T1ent ir. these sectors depcncls very
much on the elast~::• ~y of clcrnar.d for their services.

If th~ uap,e increase nffects

- 17 -

all sectors, price increases in these other sectors will probably also result,
but the trade and commerce sectors tcil.l be affected more severely.

A rise in

the relative price of the trade and. comm.:.~rce sectors is unlikely, however, to
cause any larg,?. decline in demand.

These services are needed in relatively

fixed proportions hy the othE~r activities in the economy and are relatively
price insensitive.
The mining industry (including petroleum extraction) and·the manufc1ct.ur•
• • •
•
1
ing
act1v1.t1es
associate·..

• 11
\Ht

·
t h.en ( pet::ro.1 -~c.um re f'
.1n1ng
an d · copper and tin si:10ltinr

is done mostly by foreign owned, larg0 seal? enterprises which use very capital intensive methods of production.

Ha~e

costs are small relative to value

added and wage changes have very little effect on output decisions and the
technology used.
In the construction, transport, manufacturing, and public utilities sectors
wage rate changes can more sj_gnificantly affect labor demand.
may affect capital/labor ratios in •~2.ch establishnent.

Higher wage rates

Hore importantly, per-

haps is the fact that higher wages raise costs more than proportionately in
the more labor intensive establishments and for the more labor intensive commodi ties or services.

The result ·may be. a shift in the pattern- of demand and

output favoring the less labor intensive activities. One exception here is pro
bably the construction industry.

Construction is a r:1ajor component of investr.icnt

demand·and the· demand for construction services is probably much more dependent on
investment demanc! and not ver~_r sensitive to waf'.e rate changes.
Wage changes tend to have less effect on the labor intensity of the already
existin~ capacity

L 1 ,rn1

on the lr:'.bor intensj_ty of new investnent.

~-!hen new in-

vestment plans arC' c'>:ce, the cµrrent ,-~2.ge structure can _be taken i11to account by
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choosing the appropriate technology.

Past inve::;tmcnts may involve a given com

mitment to particular products and particular technologies, embodied, for example,
in the type of equipment and plant layout used.

Expected future wage changes

will also ten:d to have more of an impact on new investment and the degree of
labor intensity.
Often it is not just the average wage which has the most importance for
the labor intensity of economic activities but also the wage structure and the
relative scarcity of different types of skills.

In the construction industry,

for example, very labor intensive methods of construction often involve close
supervision c_l?d the n~ed for large numbers of trained supervisory personnel.

If

the wages of skilled supervisors is increased, this may have a more potent
effect in reducing labor demand for unskilled workers than for the skilled
workers themselves.

Scarcity of supervisory personnel, whether or not it is

reflected in wage differentials may make capital intensive operations more
profitable because of the low productivity of unskilled labor without supervision.
Finally, wage scales and their rate· of increase may have stimulative effect
on labor productivity if it induces management to upgrade the labor force
through on-the-job training provides a rationale for getting rid of already
redundant labor or induces efforts to manage and organize labor more effectively.
To summarize, the wage elasticity of labor demand depends very much on the
particular sector of the economy.

Government demand for labor is_probably

close to unit elastic, ~~age changes tending to result in equal percentage .
changes in the quantity of labor demanded because of the constraints on govern
ment current expenditure.

Labor demand in the trade, commerce, and services

._.
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sectors is probably very inelastic due to an inelastic demand for such services
and the diffj_cult y of changing the capital/la bor ratio in these sectors.

The

wage elasticit y in mining and related manufactu rb1g activitie s is very low due
to the capital intensive technolog y.

Labor demand is more elastic in the trans

port, construct ion, manufactu ring and publlc utilities sectors mainly ~ecause
wage rate changes will affect the labor intensity of new investmen t projects
and change demand for labor intensive products relative to those which are
cap.ital intensive .
F.

Estimatio n of Growth for Labor J)enwnd in Ni~eria
In this section we will estimate projected modern sector labor demand

for Nigeria over the first and second five year developme nt plans, 1962/63 to

1967/68 (Plan I) and 1967/68 to 1972/73 (Plan II).

The second plan has not yet

been formulate d but its.assum ed basic assumptio ns are laid out in a separate
document .Guidepos ts for a Second National Developme nt Plan.

The current

state of uncertain ty uith regard to future political arrangeme nts among the
regions of Nigeria makes any prognosti cation very tenuous.

This exercises houlc

Lherefore be regarded purely as an illustrat ive example.

1.

Sectoral GDP Projectio ns
The labor demand projectio ns will be made on a sector by sector basis.

In order to make such projectio n~, the first requireme nt is a sector by
sector projectio n of Gross Domestic Product.

This was done using a very crude

sectoral model of the Nigerian econcr:iy (see the Appendix of this paper for a
full disucssio n ~f the model).
. stant (1957) pr ~~s.

Four sets of projectio ns were made all in con-
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The four sets are depend ent on:
(1)

in
Low GDP growth assum ptions (expla ined below) and high growth
;
diture
govern ment curren t expen

(2)

expend iHigh GDP growth assum ptions and high growth in govern ment
ture;

(3)

diture ;and
Low GDP growth and low growth in govern ment curren t expen

(4)

diture .
High GDP growth and low growth in govern ment curren t expen

both 5 and 10 per
Govern ment curren t expen diture in money terms projec ted at
cent per annum.

The ten per cent growth is very close to the histor ical grmhh

in govern ment expen diture over tlie L1st five years.

1'. five per cent growth

made by the curren t
in curren t expen diture may be achiev ed if more affort is
s at the expens e
govern ment to increa se govern menta l develo pmePt exp~n diture
as rapidl y as in the
of curren t expen diture s or if tax revenu es ~o not rise
past.
concer ning
The lowGD P projec tions are based on the follow ing assum ptions
secto ral behav ior arid overa ll perfor mance :

(1)

Plan II
the capita l/outp ut ratio is 3.75 during Plan I and 3.0 during
(as assume d in the above cited planni ng D.ocum ents).

(2)

the rate of growth of GDP will be
per cent during Plan II;

l1

per cent during Plan I and 6

averag e rate
(3) agricu lture will contin ue to grow at 3. 0 per cent- (the
s;
period
ng
planni
both
over
of growth from 1950/5 1 to 1963/6 4)
(4)

(5)
(6)

on of the
the growth of 1.'rans port, Commerce, and Servic es is a functi
n these
betwee
nship
relatio
growth of GDP as determ ined by the past
sector s ;;i,,<l GDP;
constru e.Li un is assume d to be a functi on of invest ment;
grow a~
craft ac, :i·dtie s and owners hip of buildi ngs is assume d to
nbetuee
cent
per
5
1.
bf
e
averag
the sar;ie ,· - , s as in the past, 2,n
1950/5 1 ::-.·_'. 1963/6 !1; and
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(7)

manufacturi ng value added will grow at a rate of 10
per cent over both plan periods. The historical average
growth of manufacturi ng value added (in constant prices)
for the years 1958/59 to 1963/64 was about 15 per cent,
but we postulate a falling off of this rate because of the
increasing difficulty of achieving rapid growth through
import substitutio n. In the first stages of import sub
stitution the easily produced items are produced at home
rather than imported~ The technology and skilled labor
requirem~nt s of further import substitutio n increase, and
the rate of substitutio n must inevitably slow down.

The results of these projections are shown in Table V.

They indicate

that the fastest growing sectors are expected to be raining, manufacturi ng, con
struction and transport.

The high rate of growth of constructio n is the

result of the increasing importance of investment in total GDP.

The relative-

·ly slow growing sectors are expected to be agriculture , commerce and services.
The growth of mining is particularl y high, increasinr; fron bl8.2 million in
1962/63 to b52.8 million i.n 1968/69 and f:.201.5 million in 1972/73.

In 1972/73

mining represents nearly a quart.er of tot2_l non-agricu ltural output and about
11 per cent of a total GDP of bl755.7 million.

Nonagricul tural GDP rises from

32 per cent of GDP in 1962/63 to 47 per cent in 1972/73.

The low growth projections appear to be conservativ e for several reasons.
First, agricultura l output has been growing at a faster rate over recent years
than was the case over the whole period 1950/51 to 1963/64.
1963/64 agricultura l output has grown at

[ID

From 1959/60 to

averc1~e rate of 4. L per cent.

Sec

ondly, the average performance of the economy over the first two years 9f the
first plan, 1962/63 and 1963/64 has been better than the plan targets.
actual rates of groPth \:ere 5, 7 and 4. (, per cent.

The

Third, the prospects for oiJ

productio,1 may be even· norc inprcssive tLm those implied by the lmv growth
projections over the first and second placis.

to in12rc~~c.cl ni 1
The main lirnita.tions
,:
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production seem to be the difficulties involved in getting permits to import
expatriate technicians who are needed for exploration and drilling and the
political instability with its uncertainties regarding treatment in taxation
and in obtaining licenses of various sorts.

If expatriate allowances are

issued more liberally and political stability attained oil could conceivably
grow even faster.

In view of these considerations, an alternative s.et of high growth proHe assumed that:·

jections was made.
1.

agricultural output will grm-i at 3. 5 per cent per annum;

2.

mining value added will increa~e to ~300 million; and

3.

the capital/output ratio is 3.0 over both plans.

All assumptions pertaining to the sectors of the economy other than mining
and agriculture are the same as those in the low growth projections.

The rate

of growth of total GDP is no longer assu.ned at 4 and 6 per cent over the first
Witb the high growth projections, the

and second plans, respectively.

overall rate of growth of the eco11or.1y is implied in the assumptions regarding
the growth of the individual sectors.
The results of the high growth projections are also shown _in•Table V.
The rate of growth of GDP implied by the high growth projections is 4.9 per
cent over the fi4st plan and 7.8 per cent over the second plan.

The 4.9

per cent rate of growth is consistent with the perfonnance of the economy over
the first two years of the plan.

The 7. 8 per cent rate of growth is very'

high and depends v, y much on the high rate of growth of oil production.
0

As

oil becomes more i··

:.:..·tc:mt as a proportion of totaJ GDP, its influence on the over

all rate of growth

~creases.

In fact, mining value added increases from b18.2

TAELE V
f!iger ia
Proje ction s of Gross Dome stic Produ ct
Low Growt h

1962,' 63
(±> millio n)
Agric ulture

Grm·rth Rates

Plan I
Plan II
Lou Growt h
1967/ 68
1972/ 73
Plan I Plan II
(±> millio n) (:S millio n) (±, millio n) (£ rn~lli on) (Per
(Per
Plan II

1972/ 73

cent)

cer!t)

high Gro;, 'til
PJ.a;, "i. 1.)~Li:m II
(Per
(Pel'
c.ent)
cent)

69L1 .1

80Lf. 6

932.7

824.4

979.1

3.0

3.0

3.5

3.5

18.2

52.8

201..5

70.7

300.0

24.0

:Manu iactur ing and
Puoli c Utili ties

31. 0

31.5

33.S

42.2

68.3

110.5

(i8.

110.5

10.0

10.0

Co,,s tructi on

10.n

.Lr).G

29.2

41.1

59.2

Lil. 3

GS.5

7.1

Trans port

7.6

7.?

ttG.,:;

' ] ':i. 7

61. 6

88.5

6/f.l

103.6

5.B

7.5

Cornn erce

G. Ci

131.9

i.O. 0

156,2

204.2

J.C,l. 5

~3().6

3.1,

Servi ces

5.5

L1.

1

7. !:,

70 .1

93.7

122.6

%.9

138.4

3.4

Othc,r

5.6

4.1

7. L1

31.1

33.7

36.5

33.7

36.5

1. 6

1.6

l. (,

•

507.4

823.0

536.4

1005. 1

7.9

10.1

9.1

1755. 7

1360. S

1984. 2

4.0

6.0

4.9

:-linin g

i

Plan I
1967/ 68

High Growth

Total GDP exclu 
ding Agric ulture
2nd other
Total CDP

347.l
1072. 3

1312. 0

J ·

r.

!.• ,)

...

~~

..L.J.

I

'+

7.8
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million or less than 2 per cent of GDP in 1962/63 to b300.0 million in
1972/73 or about 16 per cent of total GDP and 31 per cent of non-agricultural
GDP.

Non-agricultural GDP grows from 32 per cent of GDP in 1962/63 to

more than SO per cent of GDP in 1972/73.
during the second plan.

Construction grows especially fast

This result is implied by the high rate of investment

during the second plan required ·to maintain close to an 8 per cent rate of
growth of GDP.

Investment rises to 24 per cent of GDP during the second

plan.
One of the difficultires with these projections is that they are
based on Gross Domestic Product and not Gross Nationnl Product which means that
net factor payments abroad are not included.

This has particular relevance

because of the increasing importan.ce of oil which is financed by foreign
investment.

In the pre~ent stage of development of the oil industry much of

the value added in the oil _industry is for exploration purposes and drilling
of test wells (this is not counted as investment iu- the current accounts)
which consists almost entirely of wages and salaries which are paid either
to Nigerians and resident expatriates.

The expenditure of these wages and

salaries has an indirect multiplier effect -on the commerce, services, transport,
manufacturing and public utilities sectors.

Furthermore, test drilling and

exploration involves more purchases of intermediate goods and services domesti

cally produced than do~es. the subsequent oil production from wells already sunk.
Thus, as the oil industry grows and production from

wells

increases as

D

component of value added, not only will repatriated profits grow but the indirect
effect of wages, sr1laries and purchases of intermediate goods and services },ill
lessen.

The project:ion model does no_t fullv take this into acc·ount, but

exploration and driJling will probably continue for at least a decade on a fairly
large scale.

Projection beyond this p0jnt, however, 1",ight be vastly different.
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2.

Projecting Government.Labor Demand
Total estimated employment by the Federal and Regional Governments of

Nigeria has grown at an average annual rate of 8.'6 per cent between 1956 and

1962 (see Table 6).

During that same period, Federal and Regional Government

current expenditure as given in Table 6 has grown at 11. 7 per cent.

This

implies a rate of growth of the average government employee remuneration of
about three per cent.
If the past patterns of growth in government employment continues, the
rate of growth of Federal and Regional Governr.1ent employment should. be about
three per cent less _than the rate of growth of government expenditure because of.
the tendency for the average wage to rise.

Thus, federal and regional govern

ment employment should grow at about a rate of 2 or 7 per cent depending on
the assumption of a 5 or 10 per cent grm.;th in· government current expenditure.
Local government employment has been virtually stagnant between 1956 and

1962 as.shown in Table VI.

This lack of _growth in employment occurred in spite

of a 7. 7 per cent growth in current expenditure between 1958/59 and 1961/62.
The slow growth in employment may be attributed to a shift.in local government
expenditure patterns with _increased emphasis on social services (health and
education) and general administration and less emphasis on recurrent works.
The local governments have continued to employ more qualified and highly paid
personnel and the proportion of general unskilled laborers in total employment
has- dropped.

For example, between 1959 and 1961 alone, the number of general

unskilled workers dropped from 49 per cent to 41 per cent of total employment
reported by local governments.

The number of employees classc-d as technical
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T/1.BLE \Tl

GOVI.:RNHENT EHPLOYl'.El;'f J\?;!) EXPE,:nrru: rrn

Federal and Regional

Local
Governmen t

Governme nt
Estimated

-Employme nt
(thousand s)

Current
Expenditu re
(±:. million)

Er;timated
Employmen t
(thousand s)

Current
Expenditu re
(f, million)

1956/57

96.7

65.6

93.9

n.a.

1957/58

116.1

69.6

93.3

n.a.

1958/59

120.9

73. !1

92.2

15.1

1959/60

128.6

89.9

97. 7

16.6

1960/61

138. 6

95_·5

95.1

17.9

1961/62

128.0

-117. 0

88.0

20.3

1962/63

159.4

127.7

92.2

n.a.

1963/64

· n. a.

. ll12: 4

n.a.

n.a.

1964/65

n.a.

152.1

n.a.

n.a.

Year

*

Sources:

Nigeria:

Economic and Functiona l 1\nalysis of Governmen t Accounts
La~os, 19G4, pp. 88-01.

19S8/59 - 1961/62,
Nigeria:

Economic Indicators _, t'iarch 19GG, pp. 18 _and 31-33.

Nir.,eria St~tisti.c al Abstract 1%3, La~os, 196!1, pp. 32, 33 and 62; and
Nigeria Report on Earnings and E~Jlovmen t Enauirv. 1958-62, Lagos

*Employme nt figures r:•fer to September
of fiscal year before 1961 and December

of fiscal year thereaftc ~.
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profq ssj_o nal, mana ger:i. al, exec utive , and admi
nistr ative jumpe d from 19 per
cent to 30 per cent of repor ted emplo. ymen t. 8
The shift towar d socia l servi ces and admi nistr
ation is unlik ely to conti nue as
rapid ly in the futur e as it has occur red in the
past. If local gover nmen t curre nt
expe nditu res incre ase at about 7 per cent per
annum , somew hat less than for the
perio d 1958/ 59
1961 /62, the grow th in emplo ymen t migh t conce ivabl
y be abou t
3 per cent.
3.

Commerce and Serv ices
The value added proje ction s in Tahle V for ,comm
erce and servi ces inclu de

both value added by the gover nmen t and by thE!
priva te secto r.
break down is about half and half.

Curr ently , the

If gover nmen t grows at 10 per cent, the

gover nmen ts share will tend to incre m;e fairJ. y
rapid ly.

Thus, this fact must

be taken into accou nt in proje cting t!1e grow th
of priva te value added .

Takin g

this into accou nt we obtai n the follo wing estim
ated rates of g·row th of priva te
secto r emplo ymen t in comm erce and servi ces which
are based on the rates of grow th
of real value added in Table v.
High GDP Grow th
Low GDP Grow th
Grow th in Gove rnmen t
Plan I
Plan II
Plan I
Curre nt Expe nditu re
Plan II

4.

5 per cent

4. l

7.4

3. li

5.5

10 per cent

2.7

3.8

2.S

3.2

Minin g

Most of the emplo ymen t in the minin g secto r can
be attri bute d to tin minin g
.
at Jos in the North ern Regio n and coal Tilining
near Enugu in the Easte rn Regio n.
Emplo yment and outpu t and outpu t data are conta
ined in Table VII. The most strik ing
featu re of these dat· are the very large incre
ases in prod uctiv ity per man . . In
~
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TABLE VII
El-fiJLOYHENT AND OUTPUT E'. HINING

Empl9ynent

Average Monthly

(thousands)

Year
Coal

Tin

Other

Output
Total.

Tin

Coal
(

1

000 tons) (tons)

1950

6.0

53.2

1. 2

65. /f

48.7

949

1951

5.9

65.3

0.7

71.9

45.9

982

1952

7.5

63.8

0.8

72.1

48.4

957

1953

7.3

59.8

0.6

67.7

58.3

946

1954

7.2

59.4

0. lf

67.0

53.0

911

1955

7.0

60.8

0.3

68.2

62.4

938

1956

7.8

53;4

0.4

66. (,

65.6

10Lf2

1957

8.1

55.5

0. 5 ·

64.1

67.9

1096

1958

7.6

33.5

O.L,

41. 5

77.0

701

1959

5.7

29.3

0.4

35.5

61. 8

623

1960

3.3

36.6

0.3

t,O. 2

46.Q

865

1961

3.3

40.1

0.3

43-. 7

49.8

876

1962

3.2

L,3. 8

0.2

/17. 7"

52.0

925

1963

3.1

45.4

0.1

L,8. 6

t,7; 3

975

1964

3.2

44.1.

.

0.1

47. I+

57 .4 ·

982

Source:

Nigeria ()uarterlv Digest of Statistics, va-rious issues.
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tin between 1950 and 1957, despite an increase in output from 949 tons to
1096 tons per month or 15.6 per cent, employm ent dropped from 58.2 to 55.5
thousand or 4.6 per cent implying an increase in product ivity of 20.9 per
cent or an average increase of 2.8 per cent per annum.
tin

Between 1950 and 1964

output hardly increase d but tin employm ent fell by 24.2 per cent, an in

crease of product ivity of 36.8 per cent or 2.3 per cent per annum.

Between 1950

and 1957, there was virtuall y no increase in labor product ivity in coal, but
between 1959 and 1964 coal output fell by 15.5 per cent and employm ent.fell
by 60.5 per cent, an increase in product ivity of 113 per ceat or 11.4 per cent
per annum.
Using the tin and coal data, we regresse d percenta ge increase in
employm ent (Y) on percenta ge increase in output (X) to obtain the followin g
results:
Coal:
Tin:

Y=-7. 1+ 1.704 X (R 2 = .28)
.y

=

-1.5 + . 875 X (R

2

.

= .90)

These results imply that when output does not grow at all, coal employm ent drops
off at a rate of 7.1 per cent per annum and tin employm ent drops off at 1.5 per
cent per annum (the coal results are suspect because of the poor fit and the
presence of auto correlat ed error terms).

They also imply that coal output must

be growing at least at 4.2 per cent and tin ·at 1.7 per cent per annum for there
to be any increase at all in employm ent in these sectors.

With in.creasi ng

dieseliz ation of the railways ~ however , and the introduc tion of local oil i;-efining
,
petroleu m product s should continue to be substitu ted for coal as a power source
.

...
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During the 1960/64 period, tin production rallied (from its 1959 low of 623
tons per month) due to favorable prices, but failed to attain the performance
of 1957 (1,096 tons per month).
well for the immediate future.

The recent faJ.l ii.1 tin prices does not bode
A very Ol)timistic appraisal of the possibilities

for employment opportunities in coal and tin would be to suggest that perhaps
employment will not fall, but"remain steady over the planning horizon.
Despite the fact that petroleum production and exploration accounts for
most of the value added in the mining sector, employment is rather small.

A

private survey of the oil industry and its contractors and suppliers for the
year 1965 revealed that 8,439 workers (?~igerian) were employed by the oil indus
try itself.

The projected employment for the industry hy 1970 was 10,642

an average increase of 4.9 per cent per annum.

Compared with the projected

rate of growth of this industry, the employment increase is miniscule.
Froh1 this analysis, it appears that througt1 the second plan, the only
significant increases in employment \d.11 occur in the oil industry.

Since oil

industry employment, howeve1~, was only about one-seventh of total employment in·
the mining industry in 1965, the increase in total employment for mining will
average less than one per cent per annum (about 0.8 per cent).
5.

Manufacturing and Public Utilities
The data relating to output and employme~t in the manufacturing and public

utilities sector is rather sketcl;1y.

Between 1958/59 and 1961/62 value added

in the manufacturing and utilities sector increased at a rate of 15. 8 per, cent
per annum. Estimated employment increased at an annual rate of 10. l per _cent implying
an increase of ove1.· ~' per cent in value added per worker.

The 1962 and 19"63

industrial censuses reported the following data for manufac.turini3:

- 32 . Value Added
Per Worker
(f:. million)

Year

_Employment

Value Added

1962

58,277

41,8Li5

718

1963

66,798

54,653

817

The percentage increase in value added per worker is 13.8 per cent.

This very

high figure, however, may be due to the exceptionally large increase in value
added (coverage is estimated to be about equal for both industrial censuses)
between 1962 and 1963 and a more normal growth year would probably yield a lower
. figure.

Differences in firms covered may also account for the large increase.

Other research on a more disaggregated basis and elsewhere in Africa reveals a pattern of lnrge increase in productivity in manufacturing activities.
A study by Azarias Barynruha of three firms in Uganda, Nyanza Textiles, Uganda
Breweries, and British-American Tobacco Company, revealed average annual increases
in physical labor productivity of 12.2, 6.6 and 3.4 per cent respectively over
the 1960~64 period.

The increase in productivity of the tobacco firm occurred

despite a more than 10 per cent decline in production over the period.

Using

employment figures from the annual enumeration of employees and gross domestic
product data, Ilaryaruha also revealed the following increases in labor productivity
in Uganda over the period 1960-64: 9
Cotton, Coffee and Sugar Processirig

6.9%

Manufacture of Food Products

2.7%

Miscellaneous Manufacturing

6.2%

In a study of the su~nr industry in East Africa, the present author concluded
that productivity

j,,

sugar processin8 in I:enya increased 52 per cent between

1958 and 1962 or a. :.ve.rage of nore than 10 per cent per annum. 10

Although the evidence i~; not as complete

EJS

one mir,ht like~ we will base

our employment projections in m.:1nufacturing on a 6 per cent growth in produc
tivity.

The

This seem:s t:o be, if anything, a rather conservative estimate.

assumption of a HJ! per cent rate of growth in value added in manufacturing and
public utilities for both the high and low GDY projections abov~ impli~ then
a 3•. 8% rate of grnwtl1 of employment in this sector.

6.

Transport
By. far the majority of wage earners in transport establishments of more•

than 10 are employee! by the Nir,erian Railways Corporation, Table VIII gives
output in ton miles~ workers and ton-miles per worker for 16 years.

The pattern

of growth of output~ employment and output per worker does not follow any con-

2 11
.
sistent year to year pattern (a11 regressions produced very low R ) .
trend toward increasing productivity is readily apparent, however.

The long run

The average

gain in productivity betweci, 19M; and 1963 is about 5 per cent per annum.

Be

sides the growth ~n productivit.y,there is a noticeabJ.e persistent downward trend

in employment since 1959 despite large fluctuations in out.put.
tions of the transport sector in Table~ V,

Given the projec-

the followinp; conservative estimates

of employment growth are based on a continued 5 per cent per annum growth in

productivity:

give the following projected rates of growth.

High Grouth

Low Grm.;,th

Plan I

1.6

0.8

Plan I.I

5.0

2.5

TAnu; VIII

EHPLOYHEln', OUTPUT~ AND PRODUCTIVITY OT' !'lIGITL'\;-J P.AILE/\.YS CORPORATIOl-l

Year

Employment
(1000)

·l:

Ton ,·Tiles
(1000)

Ton Hiles/Wor ker

1948

22.1

55l1

25.1

19l19

23.2

658

28, l+

1950

24.3

711

29,3

1951

23.4

672

28.7

.1952

27.0

663

24.G

1953

28. 7

829

28.8

195lf

26.5

909

34.3

1955

30.1

1079

35.7

1956

29.3'

1162

3'). 7

1957

28.2

1294

45.8

1958

29.3

1232

1959

30.2

1381

45.7

1960

29.6

1249

42.2

1961

29.3

1181

40.3

1962

28.0

1412

50.4

1963

·27'. 4

1410

51.5

-l12.

0

* Exclusive of c:iployees assigned to worl~s projects.
Source:

Federal ;·~public of NiReria, Ouarterly DiRest of Statistic s,
Lagos, I·J2ral Office of Statistic s, Various issues.
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7.

Construction
About one-half of the total employment in construction can be attributed

to government.

Unfortunately, the national accountn do not provide a break

down of value added by government and non-government for the construction sec
tor.

We will make a very crude projection here by assuming the difference be-.

tween the. annual rates of growth of output and of private employment will re
main roughly the same as for the period 1956 to 1962 (exclusive of the growth
between the years 1957/58 and 1958/59 which are not comparable).

The growth

of value added was about 10 per cent per annum and of private employment about
4 per cent per annum.

Projecting the difference of 6 per cent, we arrive at

the following proj~cted rates of growth:
High Growth

8.

Low Growth

Plan I

1.2

1.1

Plan II

9.7

1.6

Overall Employment Projec.tions
The overall employment projections based on a 5 per cent growth in govern

ment expenditure are shown in Table IX.

These are only very rough estimates,

but they probably do indicate rough orders of magnitude . . If anything, these
are overestimated projections because of our conservative assumptions concerning
productivity growth.
The projections of non-agricultural employment are considerably below the
growth.in non-agricultural value added (see Table V) and considerably below the
current rate of urban population and urban labor force increase in Nigeria which
is generally assumed to be about 6 per cent.

The rates of growth of urban em

ployment are roughly consistent with the current rate of overall population

- 36 TABLE IX
NIGET~I/\.
PROJECTED "t-JC1-l-AGRICULTUI'J\L

El·ff'LOYPEl•;T BY SECTOR

LOU G:r.mnn GDP PROJECTIONS

Rates of Growth
During
Plan I
Plan II

1963/611

1967/68

('000)

('000)

Hining

54.9

S(i. (l

59.1

0.8

0.8

Manufacturing and Public
Utilities

74.0

8S.9

103.5

3.8

3.8

Construction

76.0

79.1-1

86.0

1.1

1. 6

Transport

l;5.

0

46.5

52.6

0.8

2.5

Commerce and Services

129.0

147.5

197.8

3. L1

5.5

Total Non-Government

378. 9

L11C:. l

494.0

2.2

3.5

173.0

187.6

207 .1·

2.0

2.0

93.0

Fil:, 7

121.Li

3.0

3.0

Total Government

266.0

292.3

323.5

2.t1

2.l1

Total Government and
Non-Governmei1t

64-4. 9

7(:f;. L,

822. 5.

2.4

3.0

1972/73
('000)

NON-GOVERNMENT

GOVERNMENT
Federal and Regional
Local

I

HIGH GROPTJi GDP PP.O.ECTIOIJS

NON-GOVERMHENT
Hining

54. 9

56.8

59.1

0.8

0.8

Manufacturing and Public
Utilities

74.0

85.9

103.5

3.8

3.8

Construction

76.0

79.7

126.6

1.2

9.7

Transport

45.0

48.0

61.3

1.6

5.0

and Services • 129.0

151.5

216.5

4.1

7.4

378.9

421. 9

567.0

2.7

6.1

173.0

187.6

207.1

2.0

2.0

93. 0.

104.7

121. /~

3.0

3.0

Total Government

266.0

292 • .3

328.5

2 .4 ·

2,11

Total Gcvernnent and
Non-Government

644.9

895.5

2.8

4.6

Commerce

. Total.-Non-Government
GOVERI\11·1ENT
Federal and Regional
Local

* Estimated

by author
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increase in Nigeria (generally held to be about 2.5 per cent), but as long as
current rates of rural-urban migration are maintained, the growth in urban
employment in the modern establishments will not absorb. the labor force supply.
The traditional sector will continue to absorb increasing numbers,and open
. and disguised unemployment will become increasingly serious.
The effect of the different assumptions concerning government expenditure
are shown in Table X.

The effect of doubling the rate of growth of government·

current ·expenditure from 5 per cent to 10 per cent is to add about one per
centage point to the rate of growth in all cases.
9.

Increasing the Labor Intensity in Manufacturing
Let us assume that the labor intensity of manuf~cturinr, is increased in

such a manner that the rate of growth of employment in that industry is doubled. Let
all the other assumptions used in the projections remain the same.

The re-

sulting rates of growth of employment given a 5 per cent growth-in government
current expenditure are as· follows:·
Plan I

Plan II

Low Growth

2.8

3.6

High Gro\,th

3.1

5.1

The increase in the rate of growth of employment caused. by a 100 per cent
increase in the growth of manufacturing employment (an increase of 3.8 per
centage points) is 11 to 20 per cent (or 0.3 to 0.16 percentage points).

TAJ3L.': X
PROJECTED AtNUAL PERCEN
TAGE GTT.01:'.l'll Of.
NON-AGRICULTURAL EMPLO
Yl IEl:T urm Er. ALTERNATIV
E
GOVERW-1EnT CURREt:T EX
PEiJDIT:TPE ASSUIJPTIOES

LOH GRO\-JTil GDP PilOJECTIO
H
5 Pe r Ce nt Grm,.1 th of
Go ver nm ent Cu rre nt Ex pe
nd itu re

10 Pe r Ce nt Growth of
Go ver nm ent Cu rre nt Ex pe
nd

Pla n I

Pla n II

Pla n I

Go ver nm ent

Pla n II

2.4

2.4

No n-G ove rnm ent

5.7

2.2

6.0

3.5

To tal

· 2 .1

Z. lf

2.G

3.0

3.6

l1,

itu re

2

HIGH Gl:Clf-;TII OF GDP PR
OJ~CTION

5 Pe r Ce nt Gro1-.1th of
Go ver nm ent Cu rre nt Ex pe
nd itu re

-:-,,

10 Pe r Ce nt Growth of
Go ver nm ent Cu rre nt Ex pe
nd itu

Pla n I

Pla n I I

Pla n I

Government

Pla n II

2.4

2.4

No n-G ove rnm ent

5.7

2.7

6.0

6.1

To tal

2.2

2.8

4.8

4.6

3.7

5. ,,
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G.

Urban Uage Determination
Urban wage determination in Afric.a is very complex and depends on the

distinction between the modern, large scale sector and the traditional small

scale sector.

The forces which predominate arc different in each sector, al--

though it must be er.1phasized that the distinct.ion is not abrupt and there are
many cases which defy classification.

In the traditional sector, the market

forces of supply and demand tend to determine the prevaj_ling wage.

There is

probably some minimum wage at which labor supply becomes very elastic.

Below

this minimum rate, little labor is forthcoming since self-employment in petty
trading, migration back to the rural areas, begging, or Hving off friends and
relatives becomes more attractive.
In the modern sector, the central govermnent wiually sets the pace in
one way or another.

In some areas such as in East Africa, British Central

. Africa and Ghana minimum wage legislatior:, ur..1ike in the developed western countries, essentially determines trie uho:;_e 1;·age ::.:cale.

;1inimu1"!l 1.,ages are periodi-

cally adjusted upwards usually as the result cf recommendations of minimum wages

advisory boards which are appointed every few years.

The increase in the mini-

mum wage is very effective in raising the whole wage scale since the wages of
most unskilled workers are at or near the current ninimum wage.

Recent incre

ments in the minimum wage in many African countries have been very substantial.
In Uganda, for example; minimum wages in the urban areas were adjusted in 1959,
in 1962, and 1964.

The ninimum wage was set at Shs. 75.4, Shs. 120.0 and Shs.

152.0, respectively, implying more than a doubling of the money wage in 5 years. 12

The real minimum wage .increased almost o:; much sinc0. there was little price
inflation during those years.
duced in 1960.

13

In Ghana, minimum wage legislation was intro--

The result was a sharp shift upwards in wage rates.

bered of registered unemployed increased sharply.

The num-

The government was forced

to take over the gold mines because the private owners claimed the sharp wage

increases made further profitable production impossible. 14
In those countries where minimum wage legislation is not the major factor
in sett_ing uage rates, the government wage sca],es h2.ve a substantial_ impact
on wage scales throughout the modern sector of the economy.
in Nigeria today and Ghana befor12. 1960.

15

Sucl1 is the case

There are two reasons why government

scales set the pace for the rest of the modern sector.

First, the preponderance

of government as tbe single 1ari:;est employer mec:ms that other enployers set

their scales at or near those of the governnent in order to hold their own
labor force and to be a competitive position to attract better auality workers
at. all Jevels. ·secondly,_ tile larger private employers, for political reasons,
want to achieve and maintain a reputation as "progressive employers."

In some

instances the private employers pay substantinlly above government rates for

. t h ese reasons. 16
The central government often raises its wage scales in large and discrete
jumps.

In Nigeria, for example, the traditional mechanism for raising government

wage scales is to appolnt a commission of enquiry into war,es and conditions
of employment every feu years.

The commission's rec_om,:1endations are usually

adopted for the most part, resulting in a discrete jump in Hage scales which is

•
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or changed only slightly until the next com;!lission of enquiry is appointed.
Government ua~e scnles in Nigeria were adjusted upwards in 1954-55, 1959, and

196!1 upon recommendations of the Gorsuch Commission in 195!1, the Mbanefo and
Morgan Commissions in 1959 and a second llorgan Commission in 1964.

The minimum

wage for general labor increased from l1 shillings 8 pence in 1955 to 5 shillings,

10 pence.in 1959 to 7 shillings, 0 pence in 1964.

The increase of 67 per cent

in the money wage of gener2l labor \-,as nccompaniecl by only small changes in
the price levelf 7
The sharp increases in ;.eal wage rates hrought abou_t by changes in minimum wage leg_islation_ or chanees in govern;'.1en::. ~.-;-age scales, accompanied by in
creasing urban unemployment, indicate that the wage in the modern sector tends
to be set institutionally and politicalJ.y \-;ithout great regnrd for achieving
balance between the demand and supply of l.?,bor.

An ex;:rr.lination of available re

cent government documents which deal '.,Ji.th the ?Olicy issue of wages confirr.1
this fact.

These are two main 2.rgume:1ts used to justify the usual recommenda-

tion of a substantial increase in the ,-tages paid to general unskilled laborers.
The first is that a stable, modern, urban labor force requires that the lowest
paid workers be able to maintain themselves and their fam.ilies at a "living
wage" or what is necessary to provide a man and his family "at a minimum standard of health and decency. 11

18

A good statement of this philosophy is contained

in the Uganda Government I s Report of the Minimum l•Jages Advisory Board [16] , p. 5.
11

Thc wages o·f unski.llecl workers in Uganda, in common with
many other developing countries, are so low in many cases that
they live in a state of permanent poverty and are generally 'underfed,
underhoused and underclothed'. He feel, therefore, that until such
time as thev achieve a minimum wap,e which will enable them to live
as decent h~1rnan. beings equi.,-iped, at least, witl1 the basic necessities
of life we cannot allm1 our cons:LderaU.on for ar!y increase to be deter···
mined solely by the so-called 'economic lam; 1 , even though this may be

contrary to the economist's usual ideas of ilow war,c levels s·lwulcl
be determined. It is of parar,wunt iDportance to the country's future
stability and prosperity that we achieve, as r~pidly as possible, a
wage structure based on the needs of the family unit. The realisation
of this objective should receive top priority and the full co-operatio n
of both the Government and of the business community. "
In practical terms, a minimum montl1ly wage of 240 shillings was deemed
a living wage by the 1964 Uganda l'-Iininum Hages Advisory Board which they felt
ought to be achieved in a few years, implying a 58 per cent increase over and
. current
.
19
a b ove t h eir
recommen dations.

Since the concept of a living wage is

·ephemeral, to say the least, once a wage of 240 shillings a month is achieved
this will no doubt be regarded as inadequate.
The second argument most often used.relate s to the very substantial differences in pay scales between the various labor categories.

In Nigeria, for example,

a young university graduate e1,terinp; the civil service typically has a starting

salary of t:.600 or t:.700 per annum with 1i10re or less guaranteed raises up to a
maximum level of bl400 or t:.1500 a year.

If he is lucky enough to be promoted

to the so-called super-scale i, he can earn close to t:.4000 a year.

A typical

unskilled laborer will start at about t:.100 per annum and, unless he is able to
qualify as an artisan by further training, cannot hope to rise much above
3:il50 a year.
These large income disparities result in significant pressures and senti
ment in favor of forcing ·a more equitable income distributio n by raising the lower
wage scales.

The alternative policy of lowering the higher wage ar:d salary

scales has been atte1;1pted by :-lkrumah and l'Jyrere uith significant political'
repercussio ns.
a-solution.

Few ot:1er Afrj_can political leaders would probably attempt such
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/Granted that the African governments cannot set wage scales which are completely devoid of any considerations of demanc and supply, but within a very
large range they have the power and the apparent determination not to let
"economic forces" detennine employee remuneration.
IL

Interactions Between Demand and Supply of Urban Labor
Very little is known of the factors which seem to cause increasing migra-·

tion to the cities despite the lack of a commensurate grm·1th in job opportunities
in. the modern sector.

Some such as Callou.:1y [ 2) emphasize the effects of educa

tion, others the urban rural real income <liffer,entials (Kilby [ 12]), and still
others emphasize psychological factors suc11 as the excitement and adventure of
All of these hypotheses probably have some

city life compared to rur&l life.

validity.

Much more empirical wo~k needs tc be done before any one or several

can be isolated as the most inportant.
One factor which is not often mentioned and whj_ch may be important because
of its policy implications is the possibility of interaction between quantity
·

.

demanded and quantity supplied of labor.

20

At any given wage rate and at any

given point in time, the number of entrants into the u!ban labor force is not
only a function of the prevailinr, wage rnte, rural-urban real income differen
tials, etc., but probably also a function of the assessment of individuals of the
subjective probability of getting n job.

Prior to entering the urban labor

force, a prospective ~nq:ant 's assessr1ent of the probability of getting a job
is likely to be very crude but nevertheless proportionately related to the ratio
of the current stock of unemployed to the current number of persons gainfully
employed.

Once a person has entered the labor force, any ciecision to later with
draw from the labor force depends on uhether he is gainfully employed or not.
If he is not employed, his decision to withdraH like liis decision to enter,
-depends both on the wage rate and on his subjective assessment of the probability
of getting a job which will change through time as the amount of his information
increases through experience.

FurthenlOre, the average leng tb of time a labor

force participant goes without a job is dependent on the ratio of those unemployed
-to those employed.

The longer the labor force participant reT1_1ains without a

job the more likely he is to leave tbe labor force both because his assessed
probability of gettin'.?, a job decreaser; the lon~c:r he rer.;ains unsuccessful in becoming employed and ·because his tinancial :mC: intann,ibJe assets decrease.

By

intangible assets we refer to his ab:i_lity to live off re1atives, friends, md
tribesmen during his period of seekinr· wo~t.
Once a person becomes emp1oyed the J.ikelihood of his exit:i.ng

the labor

force is reduced.
If the quantity of labor ciema;.1ded increases autonomously, in the first
instance, the rati.o of unemployed to those employed increases as the numbe.r
of employed increases.

The fall i_n this ratio induces: (a) a greater flow of

entrants into the labor force because of the increase in the subjective
probability of obtaining· a job and (b) reduces- the flou of withdrawals from
the labor force because of the increase in subJective probabilities, because of
the reduction in average length of time a participant goes without a job and
because those who l
force.

.ome gainfully employed are less likely to leave the labor

-· L;S -

Thus, the: quantity of labor dcmnnde<l and quantity supplied to the
labor force are not independe nt.

An increase i., quantity clernanciecl brings forth

an increase in the quantity supplied through a reduction in the flow out of the
labor force and an increase in the nur:iber of new entrants.

If the increase in

the quantity supplied is greater than the increase in the quantity demanded, the
21
net result ,~ill be an increase in the. number unemploye d.
This analysis of interactio ns between supply ancl demand also indicates
that the current rates of rural-urb an migration may not be maintaine d for very
long in the future.

As the ratio of those not employed in the modern scctoi

to those employed becomes very large, the subjectiv e probabili ty of obtaining
a job will decrease.

People are unlikely to continue to flock to the cities at

current rates if there are so fe,-1 jobs availabJ.e . . In the meantime the stock of
unemploye d and underempl oyed is buildin[: up very rapidly and may be quite large
before some sort of equilibri un is reached.
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I. Population Growth and Urban Employment
Although rates of urban population growth are typically about 6 to 8
per cent in Africa, th(! growth of total population for most African countries
is generally assumed to be somewhere between 2 and 3 per cent (in some cases,
such as Kenya, there is reason to believe that· population.is growing even faster
than 3 per cent

22

).

This ir.1plies a ·rate of increase in the ratio of urban to rural

population somewhere between 3 and 6 per cent.

Since there has been very little

increase in the numbers employed by the modern.sector, however, the

ratio o{

those employed in the modern sector to those not employed in the modern sector
ha~ been declining.
The rapid rates of overall population r,rowth tencl to aggravate the urban
unemployment problem for a number of reasons.

First, the rapid growth of popu

lation means an increasing supply of potential entrants into the labor force.
Second, the rapid growth iii popelation has been accompanied by a fall in the
death rates.

The current age structure of the African population is such that

almost 50 per cent are probably less than age 16.

A falling death rate 8enerally

tends to increase the proportior. of people over age 16 ·, so that the rate of

growth of the work force age 16 ancl over tends to increase even more rapidly
than the growth of overall population.

Finally, while Africa is generally

considered to be a land surplus area, there are certain regions of Africa where

.

overpopulation is becoming an incre~sing problem.

In other areas, a continued

repid growth in population will begin to result in pressures on the land Sn a
few years.

23

The increasing scarcity of land means that everything else being

equal, the rate of rural-urban ~izration will increase.
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J. Policy Implication s
Our main concern is uit.h government policies which seek to alleviate the
growing disparity. bet1-,een both the numbers employed and the numbers underemploy ed
or unemployed.

The main thrust of our -arguncnt

will be that those policies

which operate on the supply side are more likeiy to be successful than any
policies designed to stimulate the demand for labor.
1.

Some minimum ~;roHth in out,rnt is necessarv if the number of urban

employed is to grow at all.

At lm., rates of growth of output, the natural inerease

in labor productivit y combined, perl12ps, Hith a systematic shift toward more
capital intensity uill result in stagnant or fallin:,; er.1ployment.

Above this

minimum grm-ith in output, the grm.Ith in employnent tends to increase rr.ipidly both
because the natural increase in labor productivit y is more than overcome and
because the constructio n industrv, a relAtively labor intensive industry becomes
more important as the ratio of i~vestment to Gross Domestic Product rises.
2.

The growth in employment arisinP; from anv given grm·1th in output depends

very much on the sectoral composition of t:1at growth.

The most important com

ponent of employment is governnent and its relative o:rovth can swamp all other
influences.

If growth occurs mainly as the result of an expansion in non-labor

intensive activities or in sectors where labor productivit y.is increasing very
24
Thus in Nigeria,
rapidly, the effect on employment can be substantial ly louer.
a more rapid growth of the oil industry produces mainly indirect employment ef
fects whereas the seine growth generated in labor intensive manufacturi ng would
have significant dL · ·::t employment generating effects as well as the indirect· e.ffe c·ts.
The· importance of c

· :~nrction activity in investment also may have a considerabl e

effect on the re lat; c·:, Le:t~:-ee.n o:rowth in output anJ rrouth in employment.

3.

The groHth in urban emplovrnent is unlikelv to ever equal current. rates

of growth of the urban labor force.

Althou~1 the rate of growth of employm~nt

may rise rapidly after some minimum grm!th in output is achieved it is unlikely
to ever be equal to the rate of groHth of output.

For example, a 7. 8 per cent
growth in
projected growth in output in Nigeria produces at most a projected 4.6 per cent/
employment and this is larp,ely due to a very rapid increase (10 per cent) in
current government expenditure.

Rates of growth beyond 7.8 per cent are unlikely

to ever be_achieved over a long period of tir.:e in Nigeria or elseHhere in Africa
unless export prices turn very favorable.

Given rates of gr·outh of the urban

labor force of about. 6 per cent, full absorption is not possible.
4.

Stimulation of urban labor de1:1.and by a ·slowing drn-m of wage increases

would have a limited impact on employment and is politically difficult to
implement.

The major impact of a slowdown in·wage increases on employment would

operate through the government-sec tor for uhich the uage elasticity of employment
is near unity.

A lowering of the average_ wage would increase t.he level of

employment at existing levels of government current expenditure and increase the
additional numbers employecl for a .~iven ~rowth in ~overnment expenditure.

In

fact, however, recent g::ivermnent wage increments have been mostly confined to the
lm-1er wage scales.

Given the large income disnarities, the "[)roportion of the

total government wage bill affected by tl1ese wage increases has been small so that
the percentage increase in the average wage has been considerably less than the
increase in the lower uage scales.

For examnle, in the 1959 Nigeria Report on

·Earnings and Employment Enquiry, 11. 7 per cent of those employed by the Federal
and Regional governments together ,1erc" classified 2s either professional, technical,.
administrative, executive, or managerial.

The cash earninp.s of these senior
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employ ees compris ed 41.5 per cent of the total wage and salary bill.

At the other

end of the scale, genera l unskill ed labor accoun ted for 36. 6 per cent
of em--.
ployme nt but receive d only 13.9 per cent of total earning s.

Thus a ten per cent

increas e in w1ges paid to genera l unskill ed labore rs would require
only a 1. 4 per
~ent increas e in governm ent expend iture on wages and salarie s (and
even less of
an increas e in total curren t expend iture) to keep emplovm ent at the
same level.
The impact of a policy of wage restrai nt on the private sector is
likely to
be consid erably smalle r than is the case Hith governm ent.

The main increas e j_n

employm ent opport unities would occur as output increas ed thr'ouvh new
investm ent.
Employ ment

at curre_n t output levels is less war-e elastic .

other than wages may be a large contrib utor to labor costs.

Further more, fact.ors
The tendenc y toward

provisi on of increas ed fringe benefi ts such as the Nntion al Provid
ent Fund scheme

in Nigeri a, the introdu ction of pay as you earri. systems of taxatio n
and check- off
of union dues, and the growin g,strcn pth cf labor unions have raised
the effecti ve

wage, in~reas ed admini strativ e costs of using labor inputs, have subject
ed
employ ers to the ever closer scrutin y of ~overnm ent officia ls, and
have forced
closer complia nce with laus pertain ing to oages and conditi ons of
employm ent.
Finally , a policy of wage restrai nt is extrem ely difficu lt to implem
ent
given the politic al pressu res for a narrow ing of wage and salary differe
ntials.
5.

Stimul ation of urban labor demand by increas in~ P.overnm ent curren t

expend iture might be quite effecti ve but the impact on investm ent
activit v
unfortu nate.

One Hay to boost employm ent quickly is throu?,h a rapid expans ion of

governm ent service s.

Sooner or later, hmJeve r, someone must pay the cost of such

a "cheap " method of bo,~--~U.np; employm ent.
must suffer or tax rev:_

,;'.JC

r'.ither governm ent capita l expend itures

raised ~-ihich is likelv to reduce private capita l
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expenditure s.

Furthermore , an increase in labor demand, particularl y when it is

generated by government may substantial ly increase urban labor force partici
pation.
6.

IncreasinR the labor intensity of investment through tax and subsidy

incentives would have limited-imp act.

This kind of policy will operate on the

private sector which accounts for only about half of all modern sector employment
and within the private sector the policy will only affect those industries for
which a wide range of choice of tedmolog:ie s is available.

Thus commerce and

services and the minin3 sector.and relat~d activities will be little affected.
If a tax and subsj.dy scheme Here able to raise the rate of growth of employment
in manufacturi ng it would be considered enormously successful. In our projections
of Nigerian employment, however, we sm~ that a doubling of the growth in manu
facturing employment through the use of more labor intensive techniques had a
considerabl y smaller impact (about a 20 per cent increase) in the grouth in over
all employment.
In addition, tax and suhsidy schemes uhich favor labor intensive :i.nvestment,
might also reduce the total level of investment because of the relative increase
in the price of capital.

Dependin~ on the specific shape of the production:· a

net reduction in the growth of output may occur.
Finally, because such a tax and subsidy scheme ~-10uld operate mainly on the
demand for labor, again the increase in labor force participatio n may reduce or
negate its effectivene ss.
7.

The rural-u__; 1:i_an uage differentia l is a more important ;,olicy variable
. '. reduction in th2. grouth of urban

wage rates is likel·: to be more effective, than am, pol icy specificall y aimed at
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increasing urban labor demand.

The reason for thi.s, of course, is that a re

duction in the urban wage uill tend to reduce also the quantity of labor supplied
to the urban areas through a reductio,n in the rural-urban income differential.
Unless, however, reduced growth in the urban wage is accompanied by no change or
increased growth in rural incomes. the net effect of a policy of wage restraint
may be negative as far as unemployment is concerned.

Furthermore, a policy of

wage restraint is likely to be more palatable politically if accompanied by a
stated policy of attempting to increase rural incomes.
8.

The most successful policy is likelv to be one aimed at increasing rural

income and raising the quality of rural life.

The pattern of development in

many African countries has been one in ~1hich rural inco1TJes have provided much
of the surplus which has been used to finance expansion of social overhead facili
ties and modern sector development in the urban areas.

The mechanism for providing

this transfer has been agricultural marketing board policies (see Uelleiner [24)),
export taxes and import duties on consu:- ,ption goods.
0

Direct income taxes on

rural incomes and the channelin,. of savings throur,h financial intermediaries has
not been used to such a large extent.
policy.

~10

questions arise with regard to this

.First, has the resulting ·reduction of peasant incomes been wise given

the rapid increase in real incomes of those employed in the modern sector.

The

transferring of the agricultural surplus p.robably has reduced peasant investment
and contributed to the excessive draining off of workers to the city.

Secondly,

what has been the net impact on the rural sector of the investment financed
through agricultural surpluses.

Investment in urban construction, manufac~uring,

public utilities ancl urban social overheads has often !wd little positive impact
on the rur~l sector, especially Hhen manufacturing of import substitutes involves

•
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higher prices to the rural con'5umers because of increased tariffs and monopoly
protection.

Investment in roacli:;, rail, air travel and port facilities have to

some extent facilitated the movement of goods and services to and from and uithin
the rural sector.

All too often, however, a large proportion of the investment

in roads is for widening, improving, and paving the connections between main
urban centers, and very little has been spent on agricultural and feeder roads.
Most of the investment in air travel has been for improving the main international
airports and purchasing aircraft for international service rather than for im
proving connections betueen rural centers.
More important, perhaps, than the bias of investment activity touard pro
vision of services for the urban areas has been the bias of administrative and
political effort tm-rnrds satisfyinf'. the needs of urban areas.

Improvement in

the quality of rural life, say through increased activities of the departments
and ministries concerned uith rural community development, may not require so
much increased investment in the rural areas cts a direction of thought, effort,
and research towards that end and a political reform which p,ives rural interests
a stronger voice in formulating government policy.
Our main concern here has been the impact of various policy alternatives on
reducing the disparity between demand and supply of urban labor.

This does not

'imply, of course, that certain policies may be desirable for other reasons.

For

example, an argument for stirn~lating labor intensive activity may be justified
wholly on grounds of efficient resource allocation, although there is considerable
debate over the question of labor intensive versus capital intensive techniques
with regard to the ultimate impact on the growth of the economy.

The only policy

which can hope to solve the probler.i of urban unemnloyment, however, is one uhich
focuses on conditions

j!1

the rural sector.

i\ppendh:
GDP Proj ec:t:i.ons for J:igeria
The sector by sector projections of GDP were done with a very crude
.model containing the following variables.
A:

Agriculture

N:

Mining (including oil extraction and exploration).

T:

Transport

C:

Construction

·CS:

Commerce and Services

HP:

Hanufacturing and PuLlic Utilities

O:

Other

Y: . Gross Domestic Product
I:

Investment

All of the variables except investment (an expenditure aggregate) are in
terms of value added.

The model consj_sted of the follouing equations:
t

(1)

A

=

(2)

0

= 0 0 (1 + ro )t

(3)

EP

+ r A)

(1

A

0

= ;·1P 0

(1

+ r,,p)

8.5 + .1604 I

(4)

C =

(5)

T = -20.3 + .0620Y

(6)

CS= 22.4 + .1734Y

(7)

Y = A

(8)

I= a. Y

(9)

(a)
(b)

t

.,,_l,1.

y

"

+

-

+

0

MP

';" (1
0

+

C

+ ry)
.

.. r l + r,,)
·o"
l
J

+

t
t

T

+

CS

+ :-r

Equat ion (9a) was used for the lm-: grm-1th r,roj ectio ns
and (9b) was used instea d
for the high growt h proje ction s. Equat ions (~). (5),
and (6) are based on
regre ssion s u~ing natio nal accou nts data for previ ous
years . 1

A zero subsc ript

e.g., A, 0 , HP , refer s to the 'j_nit ial value - of the
varia ble which is
0
0
0
subsc ripted .
There are nine varia bles and nine equat ions.
the param eters r

h,
.t1

For the low growt h proje ction s

r , r 1 m, and ry were r,iven by assum ption (see sectio n
0
,!.J.

F )

and the param eter i! was determ ined accor ding to the Harroc
}.-Domar grm,t h equat ion.
(10).

• k

where k is the assum ed capit al/ou tput ratio .

The eriuat ions are then solve d by

subst itutin g the param eters in the reduc ed form.
of equat ions (1)

The reduc ed form consi stsd

throug h (3) and

8.5 + .l60l1Y (1 + r .) t
0
y
T = -20.3 + .0620 y (l + ry) t
C =

0

*
(6)
( 7 -!<)

cs=

22.4 + .1734 Y

H = -Ao ( l

0

(1.

+ .ry ) t

,
+ rA ) t -Oo ,1
+ r o ) t -NI'o ( 1 + rMP ) t + (1 - .1604 - .2354 )

yo (1 + ry) t
1

The commerce and servi ces regre,: ::sion e1uat ion uas based
on the natio nal
accou nts data (cons tant price s 1957) for 1950/ 51 to 1963/
64, for trans port
1958/ 59 to 1963/ 64 and for const ructio n 1958/ 59 to 1963/
64. These parti cular
regre ssion resul ts were picke d becau se of the p;oodn ess
of fit. Vario us other
regre ssion s were tried using Jata in curre nt price s data
cover ing longe r and
short er -spans of years , and cliffe rent forms of tlie regre
ssion equat ion. The
data sourc e was Niger ia Economic Indic □ tors, vario us
issue s.
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(8 )

I

-

aY

(9 *)

y

::

y

(l

0

0

+

+

(1

ry)

ry)

t

t

For the h:i.,eh growth projections, specific assumptions weremade about
rA, r

,
0

rl."i.P and rJ.i.

The values of a and ry were determined by solving equation

(10) and

(11)

y (1 + ry)
0

T

(1 - .1604a - .2354)

(1 + rM)
o T
+ 0 (1 + r ) T + MP 0 (1 + rHP)
0
0
=-=

1-1

T

+

A

0

(1 + rA)

T

where T is the terminal year of the projection period, i.e., the end of Plan I
and the end of Plan II.

Equation (11) ensures that the rate of growth of Y

implied by the model is consist£'nt with the proportion of GDP which is invested
and the assumed capital/output rntio.

The solution to (10) and (11) was

approximated by successive substitutions.

Having determined ry and a, these

parameters were substituted" in the reduced form along Hith rA, r
to.make the projections.

0

,

rM, and rHP
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Footn otes
1 see Reyn
olds and Grego ry [l]: Pears on [3]; Callm -,ay [2];
and Docto r. and
Gall is [l1]
2

See Baer and Herve [SJ.

3 For exam
ple, Callo way [2], (p. 60) asse rts that

0

• • • no socia l and econo mic
probl em in Nige ria is so urgen t as that of findi
ng emplo ymen t for the ever
incre asing numb er of schoo l leave rs. 1'~or is there
any majo r polic y issue of
which the mean ings and impl icati ons are so littl
e unde rstoo d. 11

4 1n

refer ring to f.fric: 'l. in this pape r,
the Sahar a exclu sive of South Afric a.
5
PP•

ue gene rally mean Afric a south of

..

These grow th rates uere calcu lated fro;:i, data in
Unite d Natio nal [9],

6
_ Betue en 1961 and 1964 , priva te enter prise
employr.1ent in Ghana fell from 138
thous and to 115

thous and while publi c secto r er.1ploy-ment incre ased
from 212 thous and
to 262 thous and, a net i.ncre ase of 27 thous ,md.
_Employment in the servi ces secto r
incre ased by 30 thous and, thus accou nting for all
of their .crea se in emplo ymen t
and then some. See Ghana [10] , p. 2 and [ 11 J,
p. 105.

7This cause
of incre ased labor nrod uctiv ity is somewhat pecu
liar to the
smal ler size, less devel oped econo mies. In.mo st
ffric

an coun tries there is
usua lly only one raih-m y comp any, for exam'.)le.
1:ain tenan ce of the right of way
and admi nistr ative and cleri cal opera tions requ
ire some minimum numb er of work ers.
The need for these kinds of work ers does not expan
d nearl y as.ra pidly as outpu t
expan ds. In most Afric an coun tries , the railw ay
accou nts for a cons idera ble
porti on of the labor force , and as the raih: ays
are used ··1:0-f~ile_r_ cipa city, .
work ers per unit of outpu t falls rapid ly. There
is also a tende ncy to build
certa in manu factu ring plan ts subs tanti ally ahead
of demand or to build a large
enoug h size to hand le deman ds durin g expo rt booms
(e.~. , ceme nt). As the avera ge
capa city utili zatio n incre ases, main tenan ce and
admi nistr ative perso nnel incre ase
their prod uctiv ity.
8

See Okigb o [13], pp. 125-1 30 and Hige ria Penc rts
on Earni ngs and Employment
Enou iries 1959 and 1961, Lago s.
9

See Barya ruha [15].

10

see Frank [14}, p. 92:
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11 Thc reason for the lack of year to year correlation bet,-,een employment
and output is probably due primarily to ti:.1 0 factors:
(1) the fluctuations in ton-niles carried are difficult to predict and abrupt
increases in output are probably accompanied by deterioratj_ng quality of service
provided (longer turn oround times, more frequent breakdowns in etj~ipment, delays
in repairing equipment, billing, routing, clearing, etc.) uhile abrupt falls in
~:mtput result in redundant labor; and
(2) The railways are government run uhich means that they are probably ·
used as an institution for doling out patronage and hiring relatives and clients
and that in periods of declining output there is a tendency to avoid laying off
workers. This suggests that employment is probably more a function of a weighted
average of output in recent years with the restriction th.::t employment cannot
fall by more than a certain percentage in any given year.
12

see Uganda Goverm:1ent [16), pp. 9 ancl 18.

13

The index of retail prices in African i·'.arkets in I:m1pala was 102 in .June
of 1959 and 102 in June of 1961:. The cost of li vin~ index (b2sed on expenditure
patterns of middle income civil serv?nts) in K2mpil2 ~as 138 in June of 1959
and 157 in June of +964, an increase of o.bout-li, per -cent over five years.
1li

See Birmingham, Neustadt, and Ornaboe [18), p. 137.

lSS ee Kilby [12) , pp. 13-20 and Ghana [19].
16S ee Kilby [12], p. 20.
17

Changes j_n the Consumer Price Index for various l·ligerian cities are as
follows:
Lagos: 1953 = 100; 1964 = 112
Ibadan: 1953 = 100: 1964 = 127
Enugu: 1953 = 100: 1964 = 1L17
Kaduna: 1957 = 100; 1964 = 118
Port Harcourt: 1957 =· 100; 1961¼ = 118
These indices are b~sed on expenditure patterns of employees earning b 350
400 per annum. See Nigeria [20).
18
19

See Nigeria [17), pp. 11-12.
See Uganda Government [16), p. 15.
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The relationshi p between nuantity supplied of lahor (labor force partici
pation) and the nubmers employed and unemployed has long been recognized with
regard to the U.S. economy and recently )1as been the subject of intense empirical
research. See Hooney [21) Hhich contains a bibliograph y on studies of this nature.
This kind of analysis has particular relevance for ur1:an labor force participatio n
rates in African countries because of the large stock of potential entrants into
the urban labor force viz those residing in the rural areas.
21

rn terms of a mathematica l 1nodel, let w be the \Wge rate, Qd be the quantity
of lab6r demanded and Q be the quantity of labor supplied.
s
Then
_Qd = fd(w; a)
0
Q

s

= f

s

0

·s

(w,

. ·d

()d

)

where· a is an autonomous shift parameter • Equilibrium occurs uhen Qd = Qs but
the existence of equilibrium is not assured unless, among other things, there is
some upper bound on Qs' the total lab£?r supply. For African countries, there
is almost no effective upper bound on the nur.1bers Hhich can be supplied to the
urban work force since it is such a small fraction of the total uork force. A
shift in demand (a change in a) results in the followin8 change in quantity.
supplied if the wage rate is held con~tant:

ao·s
ela

=

-Q s
Q2

elf
ele

s

ao.·c
aa

d

where e = (Qs - Qd)/Qd is the unemploymen t ratio. The si8n of elf /cle is negative
s
for reasons discussed above: Thus the increase in demand at a given wage results
in an even larger increase in supply H

-Q

~
o2
. d

elf

__
s

>

ele

1

With this kind of model an increase in demand can actually lm-1er the equilibrium
wage even if the slopes of the demand and supply curve ~clfd/ clH and a£ / clu) are
5
negative and positive, respectivel y.
22
23

see Blacker [22].
see Etherington [23).
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24

The grouth of employm ent 8enerat ec1 by an autonom ous increas e in the
growth
of any one sector , of course , '.1as bot:~ :i.t.s direct and indirec t effect
s. An
increas e in the ~routh of manufa cturing , for exampl e, nwy have an
impact on the
rate of investm ent and therefo re on the lr.ovcl of.con structi on activit
y, and on
the rate of increas e in the produc tion of interm ediate goods and service
s. TI1ese
. indirec t effects uill also have an employm ent impact in additio n
to that
genera ted in the manufa cturing industr y alone. Everyth ing else bein~
equal,
howeve r, the total employm ent impact will be a functio n of the labor
intens ity
of the sector in 1-1hich autonom ous ~rm·Jth · occurs . Galenso n [ . 7-] enphas
izes
the indirec t effects of employm ent genera tion and is critica l of those
who lament
the poor employm ent genera tion from groutb in manufa cturing .

